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Coupled Multibody and CFD Methods
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Within this paper, a method for simulation of fluid-structure-interaction (FSI) on tidal current turbines is shown. This
method is based on coupled multibody and CFD methods, leading to a code that will be able to simulate the FSI on a full tidal
current turbine in an adequate timescale. Besides the method and its implementation, a basic verification case is defined and
compared to reference results.

INTRODUCTION

During development of tidal current turbines, the problem of
fluid-structure-interaction (FSI) arises. It is a common assumption
that mainly the rotor blades are relevant for this interaction, but it is
still not known which other components inside the turbine also have
a relevant influence. Therefore, computational models are required
to identify these components in an adequate way. The best-known
method for simulating FSI is based on a combination of finite
element methods (FEM) and computational fluid dynamics (CFD).
This is a good combination for the analysis of single objects, like
rotor blades, but it consumes very high computational resources if
it goes to more complex structural objects like a full tidal turbine
with all inner components.

METHODOLOGY

FSI is commonly applied to technical problems in wind energy
(e.g., Kim et al., 2011; Bazilevs et al., 2010) and ocean engineering
(e.g., Young, 2008). This technology of FSI was also used by
Ruprecht et al. (2009) and Nicholls-Lee et al. (2011) for the
simulation of rotor blades of tidal current turbines. To reduce
the computational resources required, Young et al. (2009) used
a simplified FSI method based on the blade element momentum
(BEM) theory.

All these publications relied on a structural, designed FEM
model of the rotor blades. To get rid of this additional step in
the design process, and to be able to simulate the interaction of
fluid and structure based on the structural properties of mass and
stiffness distribution instead of the geometry, Buchtala (2001) and
Streiner et al. (2008) developed an FSI method with a reduced
structural model for use in wind turbines.

Based on these first steps to a more efficient way to simulate
FSI, a new method is developed within this paper. In contrast to
the FEM-based FSI, the structure is simulated here with a flexible
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multibody approach, while the representation of the fluid is not
changed and simulated with the same RANS or URANS model.
This leads to the fluid-multibody-interaction (FMBI) method.

This FMBI method holds two main advantages. First, it requires
lower computational resources, giving the possibility to simulate the
interaction of fluid and structure of a full tidal turbine. Secondly,
it reduces the level of detail required on the input parameters to
the simulation. The FMBI can therefore be performed within the
design process, while the FSI is a post-design operation.

Simulation Software

In this research, two industrial standard software packages are
used and coupled via a newly-developed coupling method. Both
codes used are described briefly below.

Multibody methods. The structural representation is modeled by
using the multibody system (MBS) Simpack (Simpack, 2013). This
code solves the structure by discretizing it to modally reduced
objects or to a finite number of rigid elements with mass and
inertia. These elements may be coupled by either simple force
elements, e.g., spring-damper, or complex force functions as joints
or a full blade element momentum theory (BEM). It therefore
relies on a greatly reduced number of degrees of freedom but also
calculates only results at a discrete number of locations.

CFD. The fluid is simulated in this research with the CFD
code Ansys CFX. It solves the Reynolds-Averaged-Navier-Stokes
(RANS) equations on structured or unstructured grids by using the
finite volume method (FVM).

Validation. Both codes used within this research were validated
as standalone by multiple previous publications. Simpack has been
validated, e.g., by Hauptmann et al. (2006), Matha et al. (2010),
and Jonkman and Musial (2010) for use in wind energy. Due to the
comparability of wind and tidal energy, it is consequently also
valid for use on tidal current turbines.

Alscher (2011) validated the used CFD code for the simulation
of rotor blades of tidal current turbines based on measurements.
Combined with the numerical FSI verifications of Schildhauer
et al. (2011), Ansys CFX is verified for the present application of a
transient deforming rotor blade simulated as a verification case
in this research. The coupling of the codes developed within this
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Fig. 1 Basic structure of the FMBI coupling code

paper is verified below by comparison to simulation results of this
validated FSI method.

Within the coupling verification, intermediate results are used to
additionally verify the CFX and Simpack implementation and model
setup by comparing the standalone eigenfrequencies of Ansys and
Simpack and the stationary rotor performance of BEM and CFX. As
shown below, both checks are passed within an acceptable margin.

Structure of the Coupling

As stated above, the codes CFX and Simpack are used within
this work. For the coupling, seven additional functionalities to these
codes are required. These are, as shown in Fig. 1, a receiver and a
sender unit for each code, which are responsible for transferring
the coupling information, loads and motion from one memory
space to the other. The second group of functionalities is the
translators responsible for the transformations between the different
definitions of loads, motion and coordinate systems. The simulation
is controlled by the seventh functionality, which is implemented in
the moderator block. This block controls the iteration process and
instructs CFX and Simpack whether to wait for the other code,
continue with the current time-step iteration, or advance in time.

The iteration process performed within each time step is sketched
in Fig. 2. As can be seen, a fully implicit method was applied. Due
to the point that neither closed code offers a possibility to return to
a previous state during a solver run, special attention was required
for the timing of the simulation. Therefore, CFX was interrupted
within its built-in implicit iteration for the fluid solution, and
Simpack was restarted from the result of the last converged time
step. Simpack then only integrates one coupling time step, which
needs to be equal to the fluid time step, and is closed before CFX
continues with the next coefficient loop. Therefore, the coupled
FMBI run consists of one CFX-Solver run and ntimestep · ncoeff. loops

Simpack runs. This repeated start-stop of Simpack produces some
overhead but is still the most efficient solution if a change in
neither the CFX nor the Simpack code structure is possible.

Load Transformation

The main task of the translator on the Simpack side is the
coordinate transformation of loads. The second task is to discretize
the loads over time.

Fig. 2 Data flow structure of time step iterations

Fig. 3 Transferred power P = F · cos4�t5 in a spring pendulum
with F = sin4�t5 explicit and linearly discretized

Coordinate transformation. The forces F and torques Q need
to be given in the body reference frame (BRF) to be applied to
the equations of motion in the MBS, but are calculated by CFD
in the global references frame (REF). Therefore, they need to
be transformed according to Eqs. 1 and 2, with ATR:REF→BRF as
transformation matrix and ãEr as distance vector from REF to BRF:

FBRF =ATR:REF→BRF · FREF (1)

QBRF =ATR:REF→BRF · 4ãEr × FREF − QREF5 (2)

Time scheme. Besides the spatial transformation of the loads, the
temporal resolution also needs to be transformed. Due to the fact
that the CFD is based on fixed time steps and the MBS on multiple,
smaller inner time steps, the loads need to be interpolated. The most
simple interpolation method would be to assume a constant value
during each coupling time step, as done by explicit algorithms,
but this would lead to an error in the energy conservation and
subsequently to an amplification or damping of the motions. This
is shown in Fig. 3 by the transferred power on a pendulum using
an explicit and a linear implicit force interpolation. Based on this
finding, a linear interpolation is used here, as shown in Eq. 3. Also,
a higher-order interpolation would be suitable but might cause
numerical added mass instabilities (see Förster et al., 2006).

Ft4t5= Ftl +
Ftl+1

− Ftl
ãt

· 4t − ti5 (3)

Motion Transformation

The main task of the translator on the CFX side is the calculation
of local mesh displacements from the discrete information calculated
by Simpack. This can be split into the coordinate transformation
and the interpolations.

Coordinate transformation. For an arbitrary point in space
Eploc, the displacement vector in global coordinates ãExloc can be
written as given by Eqs. 4 and 5, with Ep0 as reference location, the
translation ãEx0 and the abbreviation s�, s�, s� or c�, c�, c� for the
“sin” or “cos” of the three rotations in Euler angles E�0, respectively:

ãExloc = ATR · 4 Eploc − Ep05+ãEx0 (4)

ATR =





c�c� −c�s� s�
s�s�c� + c�s� −s�s�s� + c�c� −s�c�

−c�s�c� + s�s� c�s�s� + s�c� c�c�



 (5)
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Fig. 4 Areas of mesh morphing of a rotor blade

This coordinate transformation applies for each point on the
boundaries in CFD and can also be used for the near-surface volume
elements. Therefore, the boundary layer mesh can be protected
from folding during the mesh-morphing process by a prescribed
volume motion, as given in Fig. 4, for the schematic mesh of a
single rotor blade. This leads to an increase in the overall efficiency
of the FMBI due to increased stability and lower resources required
for the mesh-morphing solver. For the mesh morphing, the CFX
mesh-displacement algorithm is used during this research.

Spline interpolation. This above-described method for calculation
relies on the input of values Ep0, ãEx0 and E�0 for each location.
These are not available from the MBS itself, but only a discrete
number nMarker of value sets are given, e.g., 8 for a single rotor
blade. Therefore, a method is required to interpolate from the
discrete values Fi to a continuous function f 4s05.

For each of the 9 components, a spline f is defined by Eq. 6
with a piecewise cubic polynomial shape fi over the position s0

with i ∈ 611 nMarker − 17. The coefficients ai–di in this equation are
requested to form a continuous curve up to the 2nd derivative. This
leads to the linear set of equations, as given in Eqs. 7–10.

fi4s05= ai + bi · s0 + ci · s
2
0 +di · s

3
0 ∀s0 ∈ 6i1 i+ 15 (6)

fi4s0 = i5= Fi1 (7)

fi4s0 = i+ 15= Fi+1 (8)

dfi−1

ds0
=

dfi
ds0

4s0 = i5 (9)

d2fi−1

ds2
0

=
d2fi
ds2

0

4s0 = i5 (10)

Adjacent endpoints of the spline. The above-described set of
linear equations needs to be closed by an additional definition for
the endpoints of the spline. At this point, it is required to take a
look at the types of objects that will be simulated by this code.
These will be bending-dominated as blades, tower or the like.

If a natural spline defined by d2f i/ds
2
0 = 0 for s0 ∈ 811 nMarker9 is

chosen for the translation fãEx04s05, the angle between two adjacent
objects might change, as sketched in Fig. 5. This would lead to an
unphysical change in the flow pattern within this area for bending-
dominated structures. Therefore, a more sophisticated definition is
required. With the goal to maintain this adjacent angle over the
complete simulation, the gradient grad4ãEx05 needs to be rotated
according to E�0 at the endpoints. This can be done by setting the
first derivative of the splines dfãEx0/ds0, but this might change the
curvature of the spline, depending on the value �grad4ãEx05�.

Therefore, the gradient is defined by a point Ep loc = f Ep041 +ds5

for the starting point and Eploc-ds = f Ep04nMarker − 1 − ds5 for the
endpoint of the spline with ds → 0. This point is rotated according
to the above-given Eqs. 4 and 5 to calculate the translation in

Fig. 5 Change of angle between adjacent objects with different
spline definitions under deformation

these two points ãEx02s0±ds . By adding this value, the linear set of
equations is closed and can be solved:

fãEx04s0 ±ds5=ãEx02s0±ds (11)

This method for holding the contact angle constant can be
activated by rotating the values E�0 according to the adjacent object
or deactivated by defining a revolute joint within the MBS. The
latter is required to model shear-dominated objects. For f Ep0 and
f E�0, the natural spline conditions are always applied.

Mapping of points. For each arbitrary point in space Eploc, a
value Esloc can be mapped by searching the nearest point on the
splineset of reference locations f Ep0. In this paper, this was done
by applying a bisection solver based on the Regula Falsi to Eq. 12.
This value Esloc does not change over the simulation time. Therefore,
it can be calculated in the initial iteration and stored in the memory
for each point Eploc.

d4� Ep04sloc5− Eploc�5

dsloc

= 0 (12)

Limitations

In the current implementation of the coupling method, some
limitations need to be mentioned. The main limitations of the
presented method are:

• Only one FMBI interface can be used per simulation. This
is no limitation for the number of objects transferred over this
interface but for the number of codes and solver runs participating
in the coupling. Therefore, multiple tidal current turbines of a
park setup can be simulated at once but need to be in the same
structural and fluid models.

• The above-described interpolation method applies only for
line-shaped, bending, or shear-dominated objects, with or without
rotated endpoints as, e.g., rotor blades, nacelle and tower. Also, it
applies for objects that can be split into such elements as, e.g.,
jacket structures or tidal current turbines, as shown in Fig. 6.

A similar method to that described above, based on multidimen-
sional splines f 4r01 s05, can be used in the future to overcome this
limitation.

• Folded mesh elements will occur if the coordinate transforma-
tion is calculated for a distance � Ep04sloc5− Eploc� larger than the local
bending radius. For surface points, this is unphysical to happen,
but for points in a near-surface volume, as described above, this
may occur. It is up to the user to prevent this with an appropriate
setup of the model.
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Fig. 6 Voith HyTide 1000-16® 1 MW Turbine discretized to line-
shaped elements

IMPLEMENTATION

Both CFX and Simpack offer the possibility to access the sim-
ulation via a user-written Fortran code, respectively the CFX
UserFortran or Simpack UForce. These interfaces are used for
implementation of the above-described functionalities. The struc-
tures of the codes are briefly described below.

CFX UserFortran

Due to the different functionalities and subsequent different
locations within the simulation of each part of the communication
interface, it was required to split the UserFortran into 4 blocks.
These are summarized in Table 1.

Sender. The sender measures the loads in the global coordinate
system using the ‘USER_GET_GVAR’ routine performed on each
parallel partition. This is a built-in function in CFX integrating the
loads and summarizing over the partitions to the total loads on a
boundary. These loads are stored temporarily in the CFX Memory
Management System (MMS) for further use. The actual writing of
the data to the transfer memory is performed within the receiver.

Receiver. The receiver collects the loads stored by the sender
in the MMS and writes them to the transfer memory. After this,
the receiver waits until it finds the status flag from Simpack to
continue with the fluid simulation. The receiver then continues by
reading the new values from the transfer memory into the MMS.

By using this distribution of work between the sender and
receiver functionality together with the location User Input Start of
Coefficient Loop, the communication only occurs on the master

Functionality Type Location

Sender Junction Box Routine End of Coefficient
Loop

Receiver Junction Box Routine User Input Start of
Coefficient Loop

Translator User CEL Function Command Expression
Language (CEL)

Error handler Junction Box Routine Abort, End of Run

Table 1 CFX UserFortran code blocks

process of a parallel environment. The distribution of the data
to the slave processes is then done automatically by the built-in
functions of CFX for parallel runs.

Translator. While the sender and receiver are called only once
per iteration, the translator is called at each location where the
local deformations are required. As given above, these are all
points on a moving surface and, if required, the points in the
near-surface volume. For each point, the above-described method
of splines and coordinate transformations is executed, leading
to a continuous displacement equivalent to the Simpack states.
For performance issues, the splines are calculated only once per
iteration and distributed via the MMS to all locations.

Error handler. The error handler observes the CFX solver and
sends out a stop message to Simpack in case of a normal or user-
requested stop of the CFX solver, or in case of a crash of the CFX
solver.

Simpack UForce

For Simpack UForce, all required functionalities were merged
into a single code. This code then distinguishes the first call from
intermediate calls and the final call during a time integration.

On the first call, the receiver functionality dominates, and
UForce reads in the loads from CFX. On the final call, the sender
functionality dominates, and UForce measures the deformation at
the end of the iteration. These are then sent to the transfer memory.

On intermediate calls, only the translator is active, and the above-
described load transformations are performed. The transformed loads
are then applied to the markers with the SPCK_DV_ForceAtMarker
utility, which gives the possibility to apply loads to multiple
body markers within one call of UForce. This is essential for the
possibility to communicate multiple bodies and flexible objects,
because without the utility, UForce would be only able to apply
loads between two distinguished markers.

Transfer Memory

For a high flexibility when using the FMBI, the transferred
data are stored, not within a volatile memory as done with, e.g.,
TCP/IP-communications, but at a predefined location within the file
system of the operating system. By defining a RAM drive to be
this location in the file system, this option reaches roughly the
same speed as a volatile interface but gives the possibility to store
communications over the complete simulation without using a
special system dependent on methods and protocols as required for
TCP/IP.

The communication on this transfer memory is controlled by 4
ASCII files. Two of them, ∗.cfx2spck and ∗.spck2cfx, contain a
header of 10 status values and the 6 load or motion values per
marker on the interface. The other two are empty files signalizing
by existence whether the values in the communication files are new
or not.

Moderator

The main task of the moderator is to control the timing during
the simulation. It is implemented in Perl due to Perl’s advantages
in file manipulation.

The moderator observes the transfer memory for the status file
from CFX. After it has been found, the loads are relaxed for
better convergence, and Simpack is started with the relaxed values.
The results from Simpack are then relaxed again and checked for
convergence. Depending on the convergence status, the moderator
starts CFX on the same time step or sends the command to advance
in time.
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Fig. 7 Geometry for the verification case (black: undeflected blade)

VERIFICATION

The coupling of CFD and MBS developed in this paper to form
the fluid-multibody-interaction model (FMBI) is verified here by a
comparison to other codes.

Verification Case

The verification case consists of a bisymmetric rotor blade of a
tidal current turbine (see Biskup et al., 2011) transiently swinging
in free decay from undeformed position in time step t0 to the steady
deformation under constant flow conditions, as shown in Fig. 7.
This is a case well suited in its complexity for the simulation with
FEM-based FSI. Therefore, the reference values for verification of
the coupling can be simulated in an acceptable time with accurate
results.

The cross-section of the rotor blade is defined by an ellipse,
structural with solid material, as given by Eq. 13. The chord tchord

and twist �twist distribution are designed according to Schmitz
(1955) and shown in Eqs. 14–16. The design parameters are given
in Table 2. The blade tip geometry is generated by rotating the
hydrofoil section at r =Rtip around its chord.

√

x2 +

( y

d

)2
= 1 (13)

�1 = arctan
(

Rtip

�D · r

)

(14)

tchord =
1

zBlades

·
16�
cl−D

· r · sin2

(

1
3

·�1

)

(15)

�twist = arctan
(

2
3

·
Rtip

�D · r

)

−�AoA-D (16)

Simulation Models

Three simulations are setup and performed with the packages
given below:

1. FMBI
2. FSI
3. BEM

FMBI. The FMBI model is setup with the above-developed and
described coupling between CFX and Simpack. The settings are
summarized in Tables 3–5.

FSI. For the FSI-reference model, the FEM code Ansys Mechan-
ical and the CFD code CFX are used. This is an industry standard
coupling for FSI simulations developed by Ansys (2012). For the
CFD model, the same settings as for the FMBI model are used.
These are given in Table 3. The settings for the FEM model and
FSI coupling are given in Table 6.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Rotor radius Rtip = 5 m Number of zBlades = 3
blades

Design tip �D = 6 Hydrofoil d = 15%
speed ratio thickness

Design lift cl-D = 0086 Design angle �AoA-D = 10�

coefficient of attack

Fluid Water Flow velocity v1 = 3 m/s

Fluid density �Fluid Fluid �Fluid

= 997 kg/m3 viscosity = 80899 · 10−4 kg/m s

Material Steel Material �solid = 7850 kg/m3

density

Young’s Esolid = 210 GPa Poisson ratio �solid = 004
module

Table 2 Design parameters for verification case

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Time step dt = 00003 s Section 120�-periodic element

Domain Rotating Extension ±5R axial, 6R radial

Turbulence SST Mesh 990 k hexahedra
model

Table 3 CFD setup for the verification case

BEM. As non-CFD reference, the blade element momentum
(BEM) simulation code Aerodyn v12.59 (Laino, 2012) and Simpack
are used for the fluid and for the structure, respectively. This
combination is a standard setup in wind turbine research. Due to the
point that the validity of the transient correction models, dynamic
inflow, and dynamic stall is not secured for tidal current applications,
Aerodyn is used here without any transient correction models. It
therefore solves the steady BEM equations in each time step.

The required polar data of the hydrofoil are generated with CFX
with the same settings as for the full-rotor case. The same settings
for the MBS model as for the FMBI model are used. These are
given in Table 4.

An important difference between this model and the CFD-based
models is the added mass effect. This is not taken into account by
Aerodyn, because it is negligible in wind turbine aerodynamics.
Therefore, differences in the transient results are to be expected,
but the values can be used to verify the basic setup in the steady
situations for t → �.

Results

Below, the results for the transient swing from undeformed to
steady deformation are compared for the present models.

Eigenfrequency. For basic verification of the models, the eigen-
frequencies in air are calculated with FEM and MBS. These are

Parameter Value

Solver SODASRT 2
Rotor blade Flexible eigenmodes:

• bending 1st∼3rd

• torsion: 1st

Damping å= 0
Modal reduction Simpack rotor blade generator

Table 4 Simpack setup for the verification case
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Parameter Value

Markers on rotor blade nMarker = 8

Relaxation factor r8 EF 1 EQ9 = 005; r8ãEx01 E�09
= 1

Coupling convergence target RMS8 EF 1 EQ9 ≤ 50 N ;

MAX8 EF 1 EQ9 ≤ 500 N

CFX coefficient loops per ncoeff = 1
coupling iteration

Minimum number of coupling niter ≥ 3
iterations

Table 5 FMBI setup for the verification case

Parameter Value Parameter Value

FEM-solver Ansys FEM-solver Transient
mechanical settings (default)
v14.0

Damping å= 0 Mesh 14,1k
tetrahedra

Relaxation r = 0075 Coupling Res ≤ 10−3

factor residual target

Coefficient ncoeff ≤ 3 Max. number ncoupl. ≤ 10
loops per of coupling
coupling iteration
iterations

Table 6 FEM/FSI setup for the verification case

shown in Fig. 8. Both methods differ only marginally in the first
7 eigenfrequencies. The sole significant difference between the
models occurs on the torsional eigenmode. FEM predicts it for
the 6th eigenfrequency, while it is the 5th according to MBS. This
is negligible due to the small difference between the 5th and 6th

eigenfrequencies. Therefore, the modal reduction can be considered
as verified.

Iteration process. The observation of the iteration and con-
vergence process revealed no problems in the basic convergence
process as defined by the method given above. Each time step
converged monotonically within a few iterations, as shown in Fig. 9.

Despite the point that the presented coupling is fully implicit
iterative, some problems with numerical added mass instabilities
occurred during the development of the coupling. These were found
to be a result of the default Second-Order Backward Euler transient

Fig. 8 Eigenfrequencies of rotor blade in air (∗: torsional
dominated)

Fig. 9 Number of implicit iterations per time step

Parameter Value

FSI 28 h
FMBI 1705 h
BEM 10 s

Table 7 CPU time for simulation

scheme in CFX and were solved by using the first-order transient
scheme. The second-order method uses the last 2 time steps for the
calculation of the transient scheme, and therefore gave an explicit
character to the implicit coupling leading to the instability.

A comparison of the resources required for the solution with the
FMBI, FSI, and BEM methods is shown in Table 7. It must be
mentioned that no big performance-improving changes have been
used for FSI. Therefore, the required wall clock time might be
reduced, but nevertheless, the trends will not change between the
different codes.

The detailed analysis of the required time for the simulations
revealed that the resources required for the FEM (11% of FSI)
were approximately 4 times higher than for the MBS, including the
communication overhead (5% of FMBI). The present case is well
suited for the FSI; therefore, the ratio of resources for FEM/MBS
will increase further with increasing complexity of the models.

Transient loads. For comparison of results, the motion of the
blade tip is displayed in Fig. 10. As can be seen, the CFD methods
correlate within a span of < 1%, with a slightly higher damping
on FSI. The BEM method gives a higher frequency and higher
damping. These are effects of the missing added mass in Aerodyn.
Despite these differences, the basic trends are the same for all 3
models.

For the steady position at t = 003 s in Fig. 10, a small variance
of < 2% occurred between both CFD-based models and BEM.
This resulted from the tip loss model in BEM, as can be seen
in Fig. 11, with a higher line load at the blade tip and therefore
higher in-plane and out-of-plane moments. Based on this, the setup
of the CFD model is confirmed.

For the rotor thrust coefficient cT and rotor power coefficient
cP in Fig. 12, a higher difference between FMBI and FSI can
be observed between t = 0 s and t = 0005 s. This occurs due to
the high-frequency oscillation in the torsional mode, which is
numerically damped in FEM, but not in MBS. Therefore, in FSI,
the decay of this oscillation occurs earlier.
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Fig. 10 Motion of the blade tip during transient simulation

Fig. 11 Steady line load qT on the rotor blade at t = 003 s

Fig. 12 Power coefficient cP and thrust coefficient cT of the rotor

CONCLUSIONS

In this research, a new method for simulation of Fluid-Structure-
Interaction on tidal current turbines based on a coupling of CFD
and MBS has been shown. This led to a tool that will be able to
resolve the fluid in detail while taking the mechanical structure of
a full tidal current turbine into account with adequate resources.

Within the paper, the basic transformations between the coordi-
nate frames in CFD and MBS were defined. Also, a method for the
interpolation of deformations on flexible objects based on multiple
splines has been shown.

The method was verified with the transient simulation of a single
rotor blade of a tidal current turbine in homogeneous flow and
showed a very good correlation between the newly developed
method and a reference FEM-based FSI simulation. An additional
validation case with experimental data is in progress.
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